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Abstract: As in India every person traveling from one location to another so instead of going to call a taxi person the 

travel website plays important role. By using travel website and use mode of transportation like train and bus reduces 

time. Many users are interested in the usage of smartphones for their trips. Effects of a travel website on tourists' 

destination images were observed and calculated. The main relationship between the information search using websites 

and destination image was studied and examined. A comparison design was conducted using two sets of students as 

experimental and control groups. A travel website search was the most important for the experimental group. Results 

showed that exposure to a travel website significantly affected the majority of cognitive. Additionally, experimental 

design was shown to be an effective method in measuring changes in destination. This study aims in investigating the 

determinants of their intentions to adopt information for travel decision making. This project suggests a combined 

model to examine person intentions to use travel information. The results show main determinants influence people 

intentions to use travel information on smartphones for their ease of use, social influence, and satisfaction with travel 

websites. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Travel website is one of the most widely used for transportation in every part of the world. It’s a public service that 

provides travel and tourism related services to the general public on behalf of accommodation of travel suppliers to offer 

different kinds of travelling packages for each destination. It includes a schedule of events relating to planned travel, 

generally including destinations to be visited at specified times and means of transportation to move between those 

destinations. There are buses and trains made available for passengers travelling distances, but not many passengers 

have complete information about these buses and trains. Complete information namely the number of buses and trains 

that go to the required destination, bus numbers, train numbers, bus timings, train timings the routes through which the 

bus and trains would pass, time taken for the bus and train to reach, maps that would guide the passenger with his/her 

route and most importantly, track the current location of the bus and train and give the correct time for the bus and train to 

reach its destination. Public transportation systems include a variety of transit options such as buses and rail. The systems 

are available to the general public, may require a fare and run at scheduled time. The travel website helps to avoid queues 

and to get information related to schedules, possible routes, news, booking of tickets, payment of tickets etc. The main 

reason behind building this website is to reach out to a large 

customer base and provide them sufficient information related to train and bus travel schedule. We will create a website 

on travel service. This website is for travel web applications service for travelling. This application contains 2 modes (train 

and bus). The web application is designed for pc, laptops and mobile etc. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

a. Internet-Based Urban Bus Travelling Data Acquisition and missing Data 

Urban transportation problems paid much attention This application gives the way to the source and destination 

correctly. It does not show the passengers current location thought he/she is connected to the GPS. The main goal is to 

work to improve the Bus system by adding the necessary additional features into the application, like accurate bus 

timings, correct bus numbers and moreover adding a GPS tracker into it. Also, this application which has been proven 

useless and not accurate as it does not display the bus numbers, so the passengers find it very hard to know the number 

and the timing of arrival of the respective buses. It does not have a real time bus tracking service or does not even 

generate maps for the users to use with ease. This application has never been updated and modified ever since its 

development. Moreover, this application has many bugs which makes it all more difficult for the user to use. So, in this 

application the aim is to overcome all the drawbacks. 

 

b. ATMA: Android Travel Mate Application 

Android makes easy to passengers to get new content It displays matter which is the same as what is online. Its latest 
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updates have given the issues on every mobile supporting even the most recent device version. The main screen shows 

a series of icons that lead to timetable screens wherein you can check specific trains or routes. They concern the local 

railway, metro, monorail and express train along with the bus system. The “A to B” module of buses and trains has been 

given problems. When an option for the source to destination is selected, the field stills remain blank, example no bus 

and train routes are displayed. This study refers the input in the form of selection of the source and destination and 

selection of the bus and train travelling the distance to display the entire details about the routes and timings also track 

the location of the respective bus and trains and give the map for the same. This is very helpful if you are looking to link 

two or more trains in your expedition plan. You can also create shortcuts for the same, for future reference. 

 

c. Train timetable and route generation using a constraint-based approach 

The objective of this application is to design a restraint scheduling and used to generate train timetable. This application 

works smoothly and effectively when offline, works badly when connected to the Internet. The application gives 

information about direct routes only as well as the timings and schedules for same. It does not give information or details 

about alternate routes. This application has certain bugs due to which it lags all the time. This application gives detailed 

information about trains. And it provides the possible routes and their respective timings. This study acknowledges 

input as choice of the source and objective and determination of the transport venturing to every part of the distance to 

show the whole insights concerning the courses and furthermore track the area of the separate transport and give the 

guide for something very similar. 

 

d. Bus Timer: An android application for generating bus schedules using crowdsourcing 

Android application is exceptionally simple to utilize and work in the telephones. These days most of the public purpose 

android applications. bmtcroutes.in gives the transport courses. A portion of its elements incorporate - • Intuitive UI - 

auto complete component in the inquiry box. Visit box • Easy to utilize interface - don't bother setting any choices. • 

Shows backhanded courses - Uses progressed calculations to introduce briefest conceivable roundabout and direct 

courses regardless of whether no immediate course exists from Place A to Place B. The application is never in their 

refreshed condition. The application has taken care of in off-base courses on a few transports and trains and given no 

updates to fix them. After the minimization of the application, it can't look through anything in that. This application 

crashes at some point. The application isn't the slightest bit easy to use with some muddled User Interface (UI). 

Transport course search simplified. 

 

e. Bus-Tap: A NFC based travel Application 

The travelers having the area mindful cell phones can learn about the individual bus stations at any spot. This 

framework manages beating every one of the issues confronted the previous applications and giving a sans bug, and 

powerful easy to understand application. The meaning of our technique is to determine every one of these above 

expressed issues. The structure takes fundamental information about the source and goal, assurance of transports, and 

shows transports numbers along all the courses to the goal, makes maps when the vehicle numbers is picked and 

specifically tracks the region of the vehicles. This system furthermore following disadvantages: The application ends up 

extraordinary, but the vehicle timings have not been shown. Not all transport stops are revived and changed. The 

application doesn't show maps in any way shape or form. 

 

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

 

The application is easy to use one, that anybody can get to and simple to utilize and free of charge of cost. The essential 

thought for this task was to direct the transport travellers with the courses and timetables, and every one of the potential 

stops that come on their way from their source to objective and in addition, show guides and track their areas and show 

the gauge remaining time expected to reach and furthermore the timetables of separate train and transport. The point is 

to address every one of the downsides looked in every one of the past applications and create quick and precise 

outcomes with exactness. The framework has been partitioned into two modules as follows. Module 1 gives data pretty 

much every one of the courses from the source to the objective and give maps for something similar and furthermore 

create the timetables for the equivalent. Module 2 give data pretty much every one of the transports and trains alongside 

the transport numbers and train numbers that go through the chose source, track the area of the chose transport and 

prepare and send this data to the traveller giving him/her the gauge time expected for the transport and train to reach. 

This is finished by utilizing the Client-Server innovation. Module 1 (Routes, Maps and Timings) The principal module 

addresses the course of determination of courses from source to objective and presents the separate guide for something 

very similar. Each immediate and circuitous course would have a guide and timings for itself. The subsequent module 

depicts the course of choice of the stops till where the traveller needs to go till there. Travelers needing to choose source 

and objective can do as such, regardless of the courses. The Location Tracker will distinguish the ongoing area of the 

transport and prepare and send the area back to the traveller gadget. The Client-Server innovation is utilized in this sort of 
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framework which is extremely useful. 

 

IV. ARCHITECTURE OF WEB APPLICATION 

 

 
Fig no. I 

 

There are two types of users: 

a. Normal user: 

1. The user needs to select the mode of travelling train or bus. 

2. A normal user will be searching for a train/bus schedule for travelling in two ways: 

• Enter the train number/bus number to view the schedule of available trains/buses for your destination 

• Enter the source and destination where you want to go. Users can check the possible routes and view the 

schedule accordingly available for trains/buses for your destination. 

1. When the user enters the source-destination or train/bus number the system suggests the schedule of available 

train/bus at that place to the user by the REST API calls which collects requested data (schedule) from the database to the 

website. 

2. Emergency news will be displayed on the home page example Mega block, etc. for the users. 

b. Admin user: 

1. Admin user can update and manage the schedules. We provide delete and edit options for each train/bus. It is 

also connected to the database so after modifying it will automatically update the database too. 

2. Also, the admin user can manage the emergency news. Here also, we provide an edit and delete option to 

modify or update news. 

 

V. RESULTS 

 

Normal User: 

 
 

Fig. no. II Login page 
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Fig no. III Register page 

 

 
 

Fig no. IV Home page 

 

 
 

Fig no. V search train 
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Fig no. VI   search bus 

 

Admin: 

 
Fig no. VII manage train timetable 

 

 
  

 

Fig no. VII manage bus stops 
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VI. FLOW CHART 

 

 

Fig  no. IX.Fig no. X 

 

Basically, there are two modes of transportation i.e. Train and Bus. After selecting modes of transportation one have to 

choose their source and destination. Once the source and destination is selected then check the possible routes and then 

select the routes and after that schedules will be displayed. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION: 

 

The finishes of this study propose that information on unambiguous area which will works on the outcomes. This 

Project has been carried out on site. Also, various highlights have been added to the undertaking which will end up being 

benefits and to the framework. The necessities and particulars of our venture have been recorded previously. This 

undertaking is carried out utilizing different system React for frontend, express for backend and mongo db. for data set. 

This application gives data about transports and trains and gives their timetables. 
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